PORT FORWARD…mystery solved
This is not a tutorial per say…this is a helpful guide.
Port Forwarding is the only way you can serve your computer operation in a remote or “wide area network” application
using Internet Protocols. There is no other way.

The Port Forward GURU’s are available to you 24/7 when you log into https://www.portforward.com
CAM RADIO NET recommends this website to all computer users who desire to learn the tricks of forwarding ports to
serve the Internet community. This includes gamers, audio streams, video streams and SDR radio applications. Yes, you
need to understand how to create Port Forward Rules for “remote access” applications from work, on your mobile device
or your lap-top computer.
Here in just a few simple sentences we will try to “zero you in” on the subjects that are important. This will eliminate the
frustration you may encounter by doing this yourself.
When you are about to start your adventure you must first have an end game plan. What are you attempting to do?? In
this case we will stream a video webcam for the application of security. You see the advertisements on TV all day long
that shows some camera aimed at a porch or driveway and the user watches the camera on a cell device. This is not
hard to do, but the novice can become confused very quickly. Not only that, all too often the “mysterious” parts cost
more than the hardware. The “free installation” becomes a lot more than FREE.

You can steer away from these issues if you take a few “first steps” to be prepared.
The very first step…log into your router…yes “log in”. All ISP routers have an address that can be displayed and accessed
via your browser. So, in your address bar, we will type a simple set of numbers.
Now strike “enter”…
You should see a “login page” (Verizon Fios)
Most all routers use this address, but there are exceptions…Comcast for one (10.0.0.1). There are a few variations to the
192.168.n.n sequence. Some use “0.1” like the Zyxel devices. Netgear uses “1.1” while Linksys uses “1.1”. It can be
difficult to log in to some Linksys devices. Most Internet Service Providers offer their user manual on a CD and if you can
access the documentation, you will save a lot of time.
Next the USERNAME and PASSWORD…this gets tricky. If you are not aware of the PASSWORD, you may look for it on
the ROUTER ID TAG. Verizon places the log in information on the TAG. As an example: The Verizon MI424W uses
“admin”-“password”. You are expected to change the PASSWORD after accessing the router. This is for your security.
All FIOS later models post the PASSWORD on the TAG. Comcast on the other hand makes you “jump through hoops” on
their website (not fun at all). I believe Comcast does not want you to PORT FORWARD…and because of their terrible
“upload” speeds this is obvious. On the Linksys and Netgear side, you can start with “admin”-“admin”. That usually gets
you logged in.
So we assume you are “in” the router now…the “first site” default page displays the hardware found. This may include
your computer, your kid’s X-BOX, an IP Printer and all the Android or Apple devices. You will also see an STB device or
“set top box” (DVD recorder TV access point) or SMART TV. Most of these will have an address posted 192.168.1.n
where “n” is a number below 25 (based upon the number of devices in your home or office).

The router will also show you which devices are on the Wireless side and those which are on CAT5e (Ethernet) cable.
These “cable connected” devices can run speeds up to 250 Mbps. So you want them to have a “static” IP address.
If you plan to stream from an Ethernet device you will set the “static IP” in the operating system for that device.
In the case of a “desk top” computer running Windows you look for Network
Properties in the “Control Panel”. This is located in the “Network and Sharing
Center. Double Click to access from the Control Panel.
From the screen displayed, find the “change adapter settings” menus located on the left upper portion of the window.
You must select the active network using your “right mouse” button and click on “properties”. You should see this…
You must select Internet Protocol Version (TCP/IPv4). Click “properties”
now. A dialogue with network information will be displayed. In most cases
you will see the first line “Obtain an IP” will be highlighted, there will be no
information in the boxes as displayed below. If there is, make note of the IP
ADDRESS and click “Ok”. If you must enter a “dedicated IP” start with the
ADDRESS and enter 192.168.1.200. This is a good number to start with.
Most routers will offer an IP address sequence between 150 and 255.
Next is the SUBNET MASK…enter 255 into the second box…windows will
finish the SUBNET for you…if not, complete the sequence as displayed. The “Default Gateway” is your router address.
You may be required to set this number as the preferred DNS server. You can “validate” upon setting the IP Address.
Now click “OK”. To test that your address is working properly…open your Internet Browser now. If something is wrong
you will not see your normal startup page.

This step is the very first in a series of required steps in order stream the Internet.

The next step begins with the device to be streamed and the software that supports the device. This could be a simple
process or a total nightmare. You will be faced with a myriad of obstacles. One is the FIREWALL, the second will be the
PORT SETTING. These alone can drive you nuts…
The FIREWALL ISSUE can be handled by
simply waiting for the Firewall message
that informs you the device settings
have been blocked. You will “unblock”
as required. The illustration here shows
you the “program name” and if
available the “publisher”. If you look
below you will see two check boxes.
You want to give access to “both”. In
the case of a WebCam, you may allow
access to the WWW world, but block
your local computer from seeing the
stream. Click ALLOW ACCESS now.
As for PORTS, this will take a few
minutes to explain but if you want, you
can skip most of the mumbo-jumbo.
PORTS and SETTINGS. (reference Microsoft)
Before you first decide which port(s) you will use, you must understand PORT addressing, or at least have a reference.
Here is the WIKI URL that best explains TCP/UDP ports:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_TCP_and_UDP_port_numbers
Take a moment and click on, or copy and paste into your browser, the above address. You will get an idea of PORTS and
how they are used to access Internet information. For example: Look at PORT 4664, this is a TCP port that is very
important if you use Google search engine…this is the TCP port where information (and cookies) are delivered to the
Internet and back to your desktop. Note that some ports are already Assigned. You do not want to use an assigned PORT
for your streaming project. For WEBCAM applications PORT 8080 is a good start point. Note that is Unofficial and it also
supports both TCP and UDP (BOTH) protocols. Most WebCam services require BOTH protocols to “forward” the stream
properly. For AUDIO STREAM I like 4444, and the standard 7995 for SDR SERVER applications. Note…the PORT is
worthless without a working DNS or a GLOBAL IP. The sequence to stream REMAUD is 171.75.181.56:4444 (you will
receive a dead page). You must understand that the software application will OPEN THE PORT, when the stream is
started. The PORT is closed after the program is shut down. Always EXIT the stream properly, depending on the software
publisher, you may leave your ACCESS PORT open…not a good thing.
So we have a PORT…and we have a local IP…we need our GLOBAL IP…the Internet address location where all the rest of
the world awaits!! This is at our ROUTER frone end. We sit on the BACK END…keep that in mind, because all our STUFF
on the “back end” is vulnerable if the FIREWALL crashes or some “hacker” gets into our side of the router. That HACKER
will use PORTS the same way we will use ours to supply the stream.
Please Note: Don’t confuse the WAN (wide area net) address with the MAC (media access control) address. At the
command window prompt type: ipconfig /all
The Physical Address is your MAC address and the IPv4 Address is your LOCAL PREFERRED address.
The GLOBAL ADDRESS can be found here: http://www.myglobalip.com/

So follow along…http://your global ip here”: “your port address here…will give Internet access to whatever is on the
“back end” of your router. That is as long as the port is open (by software contyrol) and some TCP or UDP data is
available. In order for this to work, we must set PORT FORWARDING in your router.
We must set BOTH the protocols (TCP and UDP) to be forwarded from a computer accessed locally at (192.168.n.nnn)
with an open PORT we set as nnnn (8080). We must allow all “incoming” traffic to “listen at any port” and place UDP to
8080 and TCP to 8080 as well.
From here you will need to access your router and advance to the PORT FORWARD rule settings. I cannot determine
what router you are using, but I can give you a few key words…
(1) LOCAL IP to FORWARD: 192.168.1.nnn
(2) PROTOCOL: BOTH (TCP and UDP)
(3) PORT to FORWARD: set this manually to 8080
(4) LISTEN ON: ANY INCOMING
Your router will pass an error message back to you if you have set something improper. If the FORWARD RULE does not
work, you must “delete” the rule before trying again.
In our case we are going to use WebcamXP as our STREAM application for our “security” WebCam. In order to test the
camera, we should use a different computer or our mobile device. The address to view your WebcamXP stream is losted
as shown above http://nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn:port. If the stream is running you should see the camera as long as you are not
blocked locally. You can also use the localhost IP with the PORT. But this does not insure that the Internet stream is live.
You may encounter this “popup”, simply UnBlock the program. This may occur
if you use a JAVA based STREAM application. WebcamXP is an HTTP stream
application.
There are other possible errors for FLASHstream or Active X applications. This
is why we endorse WebcamXP. The HTTP stream is easier to manipulate and
it works well with our CamRadioInfo application.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Here is an Appendix to Additional Links:
UPnP Routers: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_Plug_and_Play
Setup a LAN router: https://www.lifewire.com/setting-up-a-home-network-router-817728
These additional subjects may also be helpful…
http://wiki.untangle.com/index.php/Port_Forward_Rules (port forward rules and why they are needed)
https://support.prolianteasyconnect.com/hc/en-us/articles/208137735-Port-Forward-Rules (NAT 1:1)
https://portforward.com/help/portforwarding.htm (full endorsement from CAM RADIO)
https://www.howtogeek.com/66214/how-to-forward-ports-on-your-router/ (gets a little nerdy)
https://www.pcsteps.com/1154-port-forwarding-router-windows-firewall/ (good details, watch for popups)
There, that should do it, one final thought…when making changes in your STREAM PROGRAM, always disable
the stream first. Then change your IP ADDRESS to the DDNS setup you created on www.ipchange.com
Above all, audio or video, have fun but remember…you have opened up your security to the rest of the world.
Use these applications wisely. Keep in mind that monitoring packages left at your front door, you are not the
only one watching…

